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Why choose polycarbonate roofing?
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Polycarbonate roofs are all the rage, but are they really worth it? Let's find out. Here's a look at the advantages of FRP translucent corrugated panels:
High strength value
Thermoplastic polycarbonate is extremely strong. As it is about 250 times stronger than normal glass, it has been validated for use in roofing. These would be weather-resistant with this strength rating. Thus, you won't have to worry about the effects of high winds and hail storms.
Energy Efficiency
It lets in natural light and provides excellent thermal insulation, which reduces the demand for air conditioning or heating systems and, in the long run, translates into significant energy savings.
Design versatility
These are for you if you're not one to follow the crowd. Polycarbonate offers a wide range of design options, so they can be tailored to your preferences, easily molded into any type of sheet, given any shape, and colored any color. This material allows you to express your artistic side.
High Transparency
The capacity of polycarbonate to filter out hazardous radiation is another factor contributing to its excellent performance as a roofing material. Nearly 90% of light can travel through polycarbonate, while dangerous UV rays are filtered out. As a result, this roofing enables you to depend more safely on natural light sources than artificial ones.
Easy to handle
Construction professionals favor polycarbonate over other materials, in large part because of its lightweight nature. Regardless of the number of layers that are fused together, this is still lightweight, manageable, and simple to install.
Long service life
Nothing compares to this material in terms of durability. Without fading or suffering any kind of damage, it remains intact for at least ten years. It also takes relatively little upkeep.
Cost effectivity
Polycarbonate is a very practical substance. It has excellent optical clarity, strong thermal insulation, ease of installation, durability, and all of that at a very reasonable cost. In comparison to alternative roofing materials, this one is especially cost-effective and offers an abundance of advantages.
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Polycarbonate roof panels
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It's well known that polycarbonate is a strong, economical, and energy-efficient material. It is commonly utilized in the building and architecture industries because of these advantages. Furthermore, it finds widespread application in roofing, in addition to windows and doors. In this article, we'll address all the frequently asked questions about polycarbonate roofing.
What is polycarbonate?
Before delving into the specifics, let's first review some polycarbonate terminology. To be a little technical, polycarbonate is a thermoplastic polymer that is lightweight and has high optical clarity. It can tolerate high temperatures and has an extremely high strength value. These characteristics allow polycarbonate to have a wide range of uses across several sectors.
What should you know?
With a wide range of uses, polycarbonate is a very versatile material. But the fact that it is useful for roofing explains an important part of its expansion. Because of their high durability and low cost, polycarbonate roofing panels are frequently used in commercial and residential buildings.
Polycarbonate sheets are manufactured by extrusion, blow molding, vacuum forming, injection molding, and structural foam molding. These sheets are then converted into roofing panels. Polycarbonate sheets are used in industrial skylights, bus shelters, greenhouses, conservatories, verandas, pool decks, covered walkways, insulation, garden canopies, power distribution units, and canopies, if we consider only the roof surface.
Types
A great degree of design versatility is provided by polycarbonate. To satisfy various needs, there are several varieties of plexiglass roof panels on the market. These are the most popular kinds of roof panels:


	Solid sheets.

	Textured sheets.

	Multiwall and twin wall sheets.

	Corrugated sheets.
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